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Inferences about the local stress field from focal mechanisms:

applications to earthquakes in the southern Great Basin of Nevada

by S. C. Harmsen and A. M. Rogers

Abstract

Focal mechanisms determined from regional-network earthquake data or aftershock field in-

vestigations often contain members ranging from strike Blip to normal slip in extensional tectonic

environments or from strike slip to thrust slip in compression l environments. Although the coex-

istence of normal and strike-slip faulting has suggested to some investigators that the maximum

and intermediate principal stresses are of approximately equal magnitude, several have asserted

that the directions of principal stresses can or must interchange to accommodate both types of

mechanisms (Zoback and Zoback, 1980b; Vetter and Ryall, 1983). A Coulomb-Navier criterion of

slip is invoked to demonstrate that both types of mechanisms, as well as oblique members having

preferred nodal-plane dips intermediate between those of the strike-slip and normal mechanisms,

may be observed in a region where the stress field, resolved into principal components, is axi-

ally symmetric. The proximate coexistence of earthquakes having diverse focal mechanisms could

be interpreted as evidence for an approximately axially symmetric stress field in a region where

optimally oriented planes of weakness are known to exist in the host rock.

Introduction

The regional stress field in the region surrounding Yucca Mountain, Nevada Test Site, must

be determined to assess the suitability of that site for a potential nuclear waste repository. Small

earthquakes in the southern Great Basin of Nevada and California sometimes provide enough

first-motion P-wave polarity information and SV/P amplitude information to closely constrain

the quadrantal pattern or nodal planes of focal mechanisms. In this study we wish to examine

how these mechanisms can be used to infer properties of the regional acting stress field. Figure 1

presents a set of strike-slip, oblique-slip, and normal mechanisms that were obtained using data

collected from the southern Great Basin regional seismograph network (Rogers et cl, 1983; A. M.

Rogers, written comm., 1985). The average station spacing is about 20-30 km; most earthquakes
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for which mechanisms are computed have estimated depth-of-focus error less than 2 km. There

is little if any correlation of mechanism type with estimated depth-of-focus, ranging from near-

surface to about 10-15 km. The question of immediate practical interest is, 'Does the occurrence

of this suite of mechanism types over the aperture of the network and throughout the seismogenic

crust contain unequivocal information about the magnitudes or orientations of the acting principal

stresses?" Experimental laws and results drawn from the field of rock mechanics will be used to

provide a model for associating focal mechanisms with stress fields, and using this model, we will

make some observations about stress regimes that are likely to be present given certain fault types

or sets of focal mechanisms.

Figure 1 near here

The determination of an average stress field acting in a given region from inversion of pa-

leostrain or focal mechanism data has been receiving increasing attention (e.g., Angelier,1979;

Gephart and Forsyth, 1984; Michael, 1984). Most paleostrain investigations have concentrated

on rotating plausible initial stress fields until a measure of misfit such as S sin'(P2 ) or

x N=1 minltan2(al,), 11 is minimized, where aAt is the angle between the direction of resolved shear

stress on the kth fault plane and the direction of measured slip on that fault plane, and N is the

nunrber of faults in the sample (Angelier, 1984). Focal mechanism investigations proceed similarly,

except that two nodal planes must be considered for each mechanism, and the preferred plane

relative to the stress field is identified because the angles ak on the two nodal planes are usually

different. The preferred plane is the one for which the slip direction most nearly coincides with

the resolved shear stress direction. When a stress field (possibly not unique), specified by three

principal stress directions and the ratio R e l has been found that minimizes the misfit

between slip directions and resolved shear stress directions for the largest possible subset of slip

data, that stress field is presumed to be an acceptable approximation to the actual local stress

field. We here designate the condition of the vanishing of tangential stress on the fault plane in

the direction perpendicular to the direction of slip as criterion I.

Many parameter studies (e.g., Sibson, 1974; Zoback and Zoback, 1980a) and inversions (Michael,:

1984) have applied frictional sliding criteria rather than criterion I above to relate paleoslip or focal

mechanism data to the acting stress field. This procedure is justified because slip on preexisting
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fractures and faults occurs before brittle fracture of the rock mass as a whole; furthermore, such slip

appears to conform to a simple law (Byerlee's law) over a wide variety of rock types, temperatures,

surface roughnesses, confining pressures and pore pressures.

In this paper, a second constraint brought to bear in the search for the 'best-fittinge stress

field is inferred from the Coulomb-Mohr-Navier law of frictional sliding in faulted rock. The

Coulomb-Mohr criterion of frictional sliding on preexisting planes of weakness states that

KY I = So + 1Aoelf = SO + P (rn - P),(l

where ,r. is the tangential traction needed to overcome static friction, So is the cohesion, and ,t is

the coefficient of friction; and the effective normal stress Addf is the normal stress across the fault

plane a,, reduced by pore pressure P. x is the slip direction and y is the direction normal to the

fault plane. Criterion II, as applied in this discussion, is that slip on a preexisting fault will occur

only if the fault is oriented such that the ratio of r1 y to aGff attains its maximum possible value for

a given stress field (Coulomb-Navier hypothesis). In the analysis that follows, a focal-mechanism

nodal plane is assumed to be a permissible fault plane for a given stress field only if criterion 11

holds on that nodal plane. For a given sample of focal mechanisms, criterion II determines the

best-oriented fault planes for frictional sliding, and criterion I determines the direction of sliding on

those planes. A third criterion tacitly satisfied in the discussion which follows is that the resolved

shear stress on each permissible fault plane must agree with the sense of slip on the fault.

The following general questions will be addressed here: what is the maximum variation in

style and orientation that may be expected in focal mechanisms or other slip data meeting criteria

I and II, and under what stress field conditions should this maximum variation be observed? The

maximum variation will be shown to occur in axially symmetric stress fields; i.e., fields in which two

of the three principal stresses have equal magnitudes. The association of observed focal mechanisms

at Black Mountain (Figure 1) with one such axially symmetric stress field will be postulated, using

the assumption that criteria I and II are valid in that region.

To avoid the introduction of complications, the rock volume in which earthquakes are occurring

is assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic, except for the presence of faults. This simplification

allows us, using the minimum number of independent parameters, to map the observed strain

field members (i.e., P and T axes of focal mechanisms) into the stress field. A recent discussion
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of the mapping will be found in Gephart (1985). The stress field is described by three principal

stress directions, a1, 2, and °s, whose magnitudes are aj,a 2, and as, respectively. Although in

the earth's crust the stress field is known to change with position, due to geographically changing

gravitational and tectonic components, rock anisotropies, and due to the presence of interacting

faults, in this study a regional stress field is assumed to exist that can be represented by fixed

mean principal stress directions. No information concerning principal stress magnitudes is con-

tained in earthquake focal mechanisms. Fortunately, stress magnitudes are not needed for this

analysis; however, the ratio of minimum effective compressive stress, as - P, to maximum effective

compressive stress, al - P, is required and is fixed at a value in conformity with laboratory data

on friction in rocks (e.g., Byerlee, 1978). Generally, for any orientations of principal stresses, this

ratio is closely related to the rock-failure or fault-stability parameters (e.g., Jaeger and Cook, 1969;

Sibson, 1974; Zoback and Healy,1984):

T3 P 1(2)
a,-P K(u2 + 1)1/2 +1*2(

This equation follows from the assumptions that p = maxt i and that So << paff, where 4P

is the acting stress tensor, and af is the normal stress on the fault, reduced by the local pore

pressure. Equation (2) will be assumed to be valid. If planes of weakness having optimal orientation

for sliding are available in the region, slip should locally decrease deviatoric stresses so that r/o.efj

should never exceed u on any planes. Therefore, the assumption that P is equal to max "" may a

physically plausible relationship between active faults and the stress field which activates them, at

least in highly faulted seisinogenic regions, at depths where So may be considered negligible when

compared to a.ff, i.e., depths greater than 3 km.

For most of the following discussion, we restrict consideration to stress fields in which a2 is in

the direction of B. (Although this restriction appears to be arbitrary, it is implied by criterion II,

i.e., planes on which max. Jr.I/a, is achieved are parallel to the intermediate principal stress axis.)

Stresses may be considered effective stresses or dry-rock stresses. Gephart (1985) showed that for

all focal mechanisms having null (B) axes parallel to the intermediate principal stress direction,

or, and pressure (P) and tension (T) axes in the same dihedra as al and or, respectively, criterion

I is automatically satisfied for both nodal-plane slip vectors for all magnitudes of r,,a2, and ao;

i.e., for all values of R, 0 < R < 1. In the analysis below, two assertions will be demonstrated by
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example. First, for each of those mechanisms, criterion II either restricts the directions, al and

os, to essentially unique locations on the focal hemisphere or excludes the mechanism altogether.

Second, for certain sets of focal mechanisms associated with the same stress field, criterion 11

completely removes the ambiguity in fault-plane identification when i > 0.6. Zoback and Healy

(1984) argued against ju < 0.6 for faulted rock at mid-crustal depths.

Focal Mechanisms and Associated Stress Fields: Examples

Certain focal mechanisms are considered on the basis of their similarity to many of the focal

mechanisms determined from southern Great Basin earthquakes. A range of principal stress direc-

tions that might be acting is applied and constrained so that 01 lies in a dilitational quadrant and

as lies in a compressional quadrant (McKenzie, 1969). This range includes the inferred principal

stress directions of previous investigations in'the Nevada Test Site region (Stock et Al, 1985, Table

3). In particular, a variety of measurements indicates northwest to west-northwest extension, in

agreement with the mean direction of the T axes of the 29 focal mechanisms shown in Figure 1. Fig-

ure 2 shows the distribution of P and T axes for those mechanisms, and their distribution indicates

that the mean regional direction of maximum shortening is less well-constrained than the direction

of maximum elongation. We will present a stress field consistent with those mean strain directions.

Figure 2 near here

We first examine the range of principal stress directions that may be associated with a given

focal mechanism when p is known and So P 0, initially considering the set of stress fields such that

a2 is oriented vertically, and subsequently considering fields such that al is oriented vertically. The

stress field is further constrained by fixing the magnitude of as = kal, 0.24 5 k 5 = 0.316,

where v = Poisson's constant = 0.24, corresponding to Vp/Vs = 1.71, obtained for several southern

Great Basin earthquakes using the Wadati method (Rogers et at, 1983). The upper bound on k

represents a commonly assumed relationship between maximum and minimum principal stresses

that is obtained from the linear elastic equations, assuming that gravity is the source of the stress

field. This value results when (1) a, is oriented vertically and has magnitude equal to that of the

overburden, (2) the rock volume is constrained to have zero lateral displacement at its boundaries;

and (3) pore pressure is zero (Jaeger and Cook, 1969). The lower bound on k might apply when

a small tectonic component of extension is diminishing the minimum horizontal stress from the
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purely gravitational level, once again assuming that al is vertically oriented. Alternatively, the

same bounds on k might exist for the model (a0 - P) = k (ox - P), where now P > 0 but the

magnitude of a 3 is closer to that of a,. Although no tectonic-gravitational explanation is provided

for this latter model, available evidence summarized by Stock et a1(1985, Table 1) shows that P is

often about half the minimum horizontal stress at shallow depths at Yucca Mountain; furthermore,

the minimum horizontal stress is about half the vertical stress, so that if these represent principal

stresses, k t 0.33. If topographic boundary conditions are rotating the principal stress directions

away from vertical and horizontal (Savage at at, 1985), then k < 0.33.

The'first fo6al mechanism analyzed has a north-striking, vertically dipping fault plane with

right-lateral slip and an east-striking, vertically dipping plane with left-lateral slip. Figure Sa

shows the mechanism and the stress directions considered. Criterion I is satisfied on both nodal

planes, regardless of the direction of a, or the magnitude of a2 (as long as o, remains in the

pressure quadrants). Figure 3b shows that, for the range of generally acceptable P values, that

is, 0.6 < p < 0.9 (Morrow and Byerlee, 1984), slip is possible on the north-south plane for a,

orientations greater than about 130 and less than 450 when k < 0.24. When k 2 0.32 a much

narrower range of a1 orientations would be favorable. (Note that if pore pressure is increased, the

effect is to raise the level of these curves and expand the range of al orientations under which slip

is possible on both the north-south and east-west planes; also max ,,' is shifted.) If we assume

that faults of optimal orientation are available to relieve stress, then L could never exceed p and

sliding would only occur for a, oriented such that e is maximized. This assumption is criterion II.

Figure 3 a,b near here

Using this assumption, for the case k = 0.24, the maximum value of rgv/U.ff is 0.776, and slip

on the north-south plane only occurs when the direction of as is N260E. For the case k = 0.316,

a maximum of Ts./Iaff of 0.608 occurs at e = 290; i.e., when a, is oriented at N29°E. Thus our

upper bound on k represents the lower bound for generally accepted p values. Note that r/o on

the east-west plane is much lower (due to a larger normal stress across that plane) than on the

north-south plane, thus eliminating most ambiguity in the identification of the preferred plane

when principal stress directions are approximately known. These sets of principal stress directions

are in agreement with the suggestion of Raleigh at at (1972), that given a preferred nodal plane,
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the most-likely direction' of maximum principal stress falls in the region about 60° to the nodal

plane normal and 30° to the slip direction.

A commonly held view in earthquake seismology is that the focal mechanism P axis, or its

horizontal projection, is a reasonable estimate for the direction of a,. Note from Figure 3b that

r/oa < 80% of its maximum value when k < 0.24 and a, is parallel to P (a = 450), perhaps

indicating that such an arbitrary choice of principal stress directions is not always justifiable. In

defense of such a position, however, r,,1 is maximized when or is parallel to P and auf is equal

on the two nodal planes, so that if little is known about principal stress directions, no fault plane

Ipreferende-is intrbdidced by 'setting uj'aallal~toPAIso, fa'ilureof some seedimentary rock is known

to approximately obey Tresca's criterion (Jaeger and Cook, 1969) which states that principal stress

axes coincide with the axes of maximum strain. The seismological implications of the theory that

fracture occurs on planes of maximum shearing stress are discussed by Ben-Menahem and Singh

(1981, pp 190-194).

Having established a unique set of principal stress directions for which criteria I and II are

satisfied for horizontal slip on the north-south nodal plane of Figure 3a (unique in a mathematical

sense; given the uncertainties in data and physical properties, all solutions are approximate), we

next characterize the other members of the set of fault planes and slip directions that also may

be associated with those stress directions. For the stress field in which k = 0.24 and 9 260,

the conjugate fault to the north-south plane exhibiting right lateral strike slip is the north-520 -

east plane exhibiting left lateral strike slip. These strike-slip solutions satisfy criteria I' and II no

matter what the relative magnitude of 02 is. Thus criteria I and II provide a model for conjugate

fault systems that are frequently observed in geological field studies. An unfortunate ambiguity

of usage of the word 'conjugate' is that in seismology, the focal-mechanism nodal planes are said

to be conjugate (e.g., Ben-Menahem and Singh, 1981, p 182), but in geology, pairs of fault planes

both satisfying criterion II or some allied law such as equation (3) below-are said to be conjugate.

This discussion adopts the geological connotation, with the implication that the angle between

conjugate fault planes is acute (# 500 to 700).

For the same orientations of principal stress axes, we now restrict a2 to various specific ampli-

tudes. When a. = °1, faults exhibiting normal and oblique slip also satisfy criteria I and U relative
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to that stress field and might be considered equally as likely to rupture as the strike-slip faults.

Figure 4 shows the range of focal mechanisms and preferred nodal planes that can be associated

with such an axially symmetric stress field when a2 = el.

Figure 4 near here

The pure dip-slip mechanisms may appear peculiar in that their B axes are parallel to a1; but for

these cases, °2 , which is vertically oriented, takes the role of ao. The set of focal mechanisms is

described by the facts that their B axes are in the stress-field plane of symmetry and that the slip

vectors of the preferred nodal planes subtend an angle of 260 with that plane of symmetry. There

. .N.. . is 5JQo. component of thrust on any slip vector in the set. The principal conclusion is that given these-

principal stress directions and relative magnitudes, slip on optimally oriented pre-existing faults

will range from strike slip on vertically dipping faults, to oblique normal slip on faults dipping

700 - 850, to pure normal slip on -faults dipping 600 - 650.

Essentially three other axially symmetric stress fields have vertical and horizontal principal

stress directions. The field in which al is vertical and 02 = as admits only dip-slip mechanisms of

arbitrary strike using the criteria assumed. The dip of the preferred planes is fixed by the value

of k or, more generally, by 7 . The field in which as is vertical and a, = a2 admits only pure

reverse-slip mechanisms. Finally, the field in which a2 is vertical and as = a: admits a set of

mechanisms similar to those of Figure 4, where now the range of rock deformation is strike slip to

reverse slip, shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 near here

That the maximum range of faulting styles will be observed only in axially symmetric stress

fields follows from equation (2), which implies that the angle 4i between the normal to a favorably

oriented fault plane and or, is

0.6 = ° 2a tan-' pi, (3)

and the intermediate stress, a2 , is in the plane of the fault (Jaeger and Cook, 1969). When al = a2 ,

S is determined not just from a,, but from any axis in the plane of al and a2. For each fault

plane, criterion I admits only one slip direction. Thus, rigorous application of both criteria ih a

given triaxial stress field in which no two principal stress magnitudes are equal would admit only

two conjugate fault planes and slips, as discussed by Anderson (1951).
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Although only two faults, each having a fixed slip direction, satisfy criteria I and II in a stress

field in which R 96 0 and R 96 1, stress fields can sometimes be found that approximately satisfy

criteria I and II for data sets having some variation in fault trend and dip. Relaxation of criterion II

by admitting faults having < cmax e- results in the association of a larger collection of favorably

oriented faults with a given triaxial stress field. Paleostress and focal-mechanism inversions often

ignore criterion II altogether, but by concentrating on finding stress fields that approximately fit

criterion 1, they may produce solutions for which many of the slip data are in serious disagreement

with equations (1) and (2) for any reasonable k. To illustrate why criterion II needs to be at least

approximntely satisfied,.we ,consider the strike-slip mechanism-and-principal'stress-directions of

figure 3a again, except that we now permute the al and a'g axes, so that a, is vertical. Figure 6

shows the relationship between e and 0, the angle between ao and the north-south nodal plane.

Criterion I is satisfied on both nodal planes for all values of R: 0 < R < 1. (Although al is not

now in a pressure quadrant, very small perturbations of stress directions that put a, in a pressure

quadrant would not substantially alter Figure 6; the smoothness of the direction cosine functions

used in determining e and the fact that orJf > 0' - P > 0 guarantee this.) Figure 6 shows that

when k = 0.24 and v2 is oriented at 260 east-northeast, ' is maximized for 02 = a1 (i. e., R = 0),

but ' falls rapidly as °2 -. a's (i. e., R -. 1). On vertically dipping north-trending faults having

p > 0.6, sliding should not occur unless a > 0.75 (i.e., R < 0.3). In this sense, the condition
VI

se max -e- constrains R almost as much as criterion I does (Gephart, 1985, eq. 3) for any given
Z. a

fault when 02 is not in the plane of the fault. Using a constraint similar to criterion II to invert

several paleoslip samples, Michael (1984) showed that stress direction and R estimates obtained

were similar to those obtained from inversions using criterion I only.

Figure 6 near here

Figure 6 illustrates that strike-slip faulting on steeply dipping planes is not consistent with a

stress field having a vertically oriented maximum principal stress, unless the intermediate stress

(aon) and vertical stress (a,,) have nearly equal magnitudes. The shallow-crust stress field at Yucca

Mountain in which or, is about halfway between a,, and G0 (minimum horizontal stress) (Stock ct

al, 1985) is probably anomalous when compared to the regional stress field that is producing many

strike-slip earthquakes. The directions of ak(ft N65°W) and oH(ft N250E) observed at Yucca

9
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Mountain agree well with right-lateral slip on north-trending faults, assuming ax , s k < 0.25,

and p > 0.75 regionally. Normal faulting at Black Mountain and in the Silent Canyon Caldera

(Hamilton and Healy, 1969) are also explained by those stress directions and amplitudes. Ege

(1977) reviewed geological evidence suggesting an axially symmetric stress field at Rainier Mesa,

in the northern Nevada Test Site. Furthermore, in situ stress measurements in welded tuffs at

Rainier Mesa, obtained from overcoring, indicate that the maximum horizontal stress equals the

vertical stress at very shallow depths (400 m) (Ege, 1977).

The association of a triaxial stress field with both strike-slip and normal focal mechanisms

.- has been shown to satisfy criteria I and 11 only when the toro largest principal stresses mre equal,

and has been shown to approximately satisfy criterion II when as > 0.75al, in the sense that

e 2 0.77max - on favorably oriented planes. Where such axially symmetric stress fields are

present, it is unnecessary to assume that the maximum shear stress required to initiate strike-slip

faulting is higher than that required to initiate oblique or normal faulting (contrast with Sibson,

1974, and Smith and Bruhn, 1984).

For observed samples of focal mechanisms or slickensides, such geometric restrictions as the

requirement that all fault planes be parallel to 02 must be relaxed if the slip data are to be associated

with a fixed stress tensor. The next question that we answer is, 'What is the maximum variation

in fault-plane orientations for stress fields in which °2 is midway between 01 and a3 (R = 0.5),

assuming that a fault is favorably oriented when t 2 0.9 max et ?" Computer searches through

potential focal mechanisms, at least one of whose nodal plane solutions satisfies criterion I, reveal

that the requirement that > 0.9max e- still eliminates most of the range in rake of admissible

slip vectors on faults in stress fields having k < 0.25 and R at 0.5. When 1,v2, and a3 are

oriented as in Figure 3a, the strike-slip mechanisms of Figure 4 are 'optimal' (Z- = max e ), but

the resolved normal component of slip on all admissible nodal planes is less than 40% of the strike-

slip component; i.e., the rake angle S 220 from horizontal on the most shallow-dipping admissible

planes, dipping 73°. The preferred nodal planes are still easily identified even when criterion II is

relaxed. Because vs is generally not parallel to either nodal plane, criterion I is only satisfied on

the preferred plane (Gephart, 1985).

Axially Symmetric Stress Fields and Tectonic Models
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More direct techniques than focal mechanism and paleoslip inversions, such as in aitu stress

measurements, fail to resolve whether axially symmetric stress fields are present, owing to the

difficulties in obtaining reliable estimates for 02 from these measurements (e.g., Stock et al, 1985).

The triaxial stress field model that permits the interchange of the a,, and a: directions at some

depth, due to the gravitational stress gradient with depth being greater than the tectonic stress

gradient (Vetter and Ryall, 1983), must accommodate the fact that by continuity, an axially

symmetric field must exist at some intermediate depth range; therefore, over this depth range, the

variety of mechanisms exhibited in Figure 3 may be observed. As an alternative to two distinct

triaxial crustal stress fields separated by an axially symmetric field, the partitioning of mechanism

types into strike-slip members at shallow depths and dip-slip members at mid-crustal depths, such

as was observed by Vetter and Ryall (1983), can be explained by a preponderance of more steeply

dipping planes of weakness near the surface, and more shallow-dipping planes at depth, without

invoking permutations of principal stress directions with depth. Such a situation might be expected

where listric and detachment faulting are the main sources of the fracture planes. In any case,

if criterion 11 is approximately valid, the separation of events into sets that are either essentially

strike-slip or normal, based solely on stress-direction permutation, requires a large change in R

with depth (0.2 < R < 0.8 at shallow depths, R f: 0.0 at the transition zone, R > 0.2 at mid-

crustal depths). Such changes in R may be difficult to accept if one considers that, over geologic

time, some of the principal stresses should tend towards the same value because creep and slip

should tend to reduce local stress deviatorics. For example, as may remain relatively low from

ongoing tectonic extension, while °,2 - 01 with time. In the southern Great Basin, the reliable

focal mechanisms obtained to date do not partition into depth-dependent subsets of similar type.

Conclusions

Normal and strike-slip faulting in proximity at Black Mountain, Nevada, inferred from focal

mechanisms are most easily explained by an axially symmetric stress field. Alternate explanations

that also satisfy criterion II are more complicated, requiring permutations of stress directions which

imply that the maximum horizontal stress increases faster with depth than the vertical stress. For

the southern Great Basin region as a whole, not enough focal mechanisms have been collected
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i,, from- ,;' t fuakeat am-crustal depthsi(12-20 ki) to. onstrain the atest fi h e

At shallo0w depths (8l2 ki), the relatively large number of predomina ntlip i e S ' '

with nearly vertical nodal planes indicate that if criterion'.is satisfied a if age ses

directions are horizontal and vertical, then the maximum horizontal stress is not less than the

vertical stress in magnitude.

Several limitations of this method have already been stated as assumptions: in particular

that sliding is occurring on preexisting faults of favorable orientation (i.e.,- none of the .slip data ._-.

comes from newly developed fractures in intact k). The regional souther -GreatBasin. network

- -.. .. -has' recoded few Al earthquakes having Ligreater thin S.5'te eve
~~~~~~~- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~y

'. .Consideration of the tectonic history and -mapped geologyof, the region strongly suggests that fajidts i .
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of manyorientationsae available for the occurrencgm e events. For this reason,i

- :--the application 6of the criteria and assumptions above is deemed approprate. The presence of a

variety of favorably oriented faults also should preclude the buildup of shear stresses on any planes

to'levelsappreciably inexcess of jw 1 . Itis this condition that sets axiy symmetric tresfieds

apart from the others in allowing a wide variety of faulting styles to coexist.- Jaeger and Cook

And.~~~~~mI oceis.jeeradCo- ( -p- p ^ norin directions04 reladi e ted a is-e Ain ;_Wid, rather is l ed o direc by eu
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their. figure .8.2 frviosvalues ofB. hsalue oft eises tan 5%o a iy=14.I h

laboratory it may be possible to generate such stress fields 'in rock samples' but in highly faulted in

aitu rock, large destructive earthquakes would likely occur long before erg -01Ola regionally. Also,

we have already noted that shallow-depth measurements of minimum effective horizontal stress at

Yucca Mountain are on the order of one-quarter the vertical stress (Stock et'al, 1985).

Although we have not yet incorporated a joint minimization of criterion I type-A and'!cnri-

-tenon I type-' errors into a computer algorithm for inversion of focal mechanism data to obtain

stress ield paramte e believe such a procedure is warranted Furthr re, thappf

such a program to real data samples such as are presently being collected by the southern Great

Basin network should provide evidence for spatial variation in the stress field that might be ob-

- ,' -' ' , ' ' , S ; 9 ,,
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scured by the less-onstfained inversions presently in se. Deter tion aingtin

the stress field is s iportntin the uerstanding of regiona tectonics as is t deterziiation
of the best saverage stress field. 
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Figure I- Lower hemisphere focal mechanisms obtained during the years 1979 through 1983

for selected earthquakes in the southern Great Basin of Nevada and California. The mechanim
range from strike slip to normal. Near Black Mountain (BMT), the epicenters of mea

nisms, shown in the small circle, were separated by about 3 km. The estimated' depths o the
dip-slip earthquakes were 1 - 2 km shallower than the depths of the strike-ip rqiiake. In-
verted triangles are seismograph station locations; very small circles are epicenters obtained by the
seismograph network from August, 1978 through December, 1983. NTS = Nevada Test Site. The
base map is from Carr (1984).

Figure 2- Pressure (P) and tension (T) axes of the 29 focal mechanism shown iFigure 1
are plotted on ia lower hemispereaequal-area projection.- The pressureaxes are'designated as *s,.

and the tension axes are detignated- as ,s.

Fiure ',3-(a) Geometry of. ' strike-slip focal mechanism and stress-field principal compo-
nents plotted on a lower hemisphere equal-area projection. av, designated as *,.is oriented with
azimuth=0V and plunge= O0. es is oriented vertically (parallel to B). The. azinuth of as is 0+ 9,
and its plunge is also 0 7(o symbol). Arrows indicate relative.slip directions.. (b) The ratio of
shear stress r in the direction of slip (r.e on the north-south plane, rvg.on the east-west plane) to
.normal acros the north-southplane 6 across the east-west plane)Is computdas a '' ,.''
fundtion ifE, ~usig tbe di. re-ctional information of Figure 8 (a) and the ratio /j k. Afairlye S ., -M 1 , -,, E -

sharp maximum occurs for slip on the north-south' plane when k 0.24 at 9 = 26° (solid curve).
A broader, lower maximum occurs for slip on 'the north-south plane when k 0.816 at 9' 290
(dashed curve). r/a is independent of the magnitude of oz when as is oriented in the plane of the
fault, as it is here for both north-south and east-West nodal planes.

Figure 4- The stress field of figure 3 (a), where the magnitude of as is now equal to that of al,
k = 0.24, and 0 = 26°, may be associated with all the focal mechanisms shown here, such that both
criteria I and II of the text are satisfied for all of the preferred fault planes. The preferred-fault-
plane strikes, dips, and rakes are listed under the corresponding mechanisms. Arrows indicate the
horizontal projection of slip on the hanging wall. P and T indicate the mechanism pressure and
tension directions, respectively. Only representative focal mechanisms have been shown: strike-slip,
45' oblique slip, and normal members. All of these kinds of deformation should be equally likely
in this stress field assuming that favorably oriented planes of weakness are uniformly distnbuted

\ 8 ~~~~~~~1 Df');**A so'>I^r-;~S;

'. -s - -,��F _, �, - -,



in the rock volume.;

Figure 5- The stress field of figure 3 (a), where the magnitude of ac is now equal to that
of ag, k = 0.24, and e = 26", may be associated with these focal mechanisms, such that the
slip criteria are satisfied. The preferred-fault-plane strikes, dips, and rakes are listed under the
corresponding mechanisms. Arrows indicate the horizontal projection of slip on the hanging wall.
P and T indicate the mechanism pressure and tension directions, respectively. Only representative

focal mechanisms have been shown: strike-slip, 450 oblique slip, and thrust members. These kinds
of deformation, sometimes observed in transitional compressional regions, are equally likely. if the
appropriate planes of weakness are uniformly distributed in the rock volume.

Figure 6- For the strike-slip focal mechanism of Figure 3a and the stress field in whiche 1
is vertical; 02 is horizontal, having azimuth N260 E; and as is horizontal, having azimuth N64°W;
and in which k = 0.24, c is plotted against c, for the north-south slip direction (solid curve)
and the east-west slip direction (dashed curve). e, at its maximum when s = a,, drops rapidly

to zero as r2 -- 4o. On faults for which A, the coefficient of sliding friction, is greater than 0.6,
slip on the north-south plane would be possible only when .2/01 > 0.76. Slip is not indicated on
t e east-west plane fo -any
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